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ABSTRACT

In recent years, many crimes use technology to generate someone's face which has a bad effect on that person. Generative adversarial network is a method to generate fake images using discriminators and generators. Conventional GAN involved binary cross entropy loss for discriminator training to classify original image from dataset and fake image that generated from generator. However, use of binary cross entropy loss cannot provide gradient information to generator in creating a good fake image. When generator creates a fake image, discriminator only gives a little feedback (gradient information) to generator update its model. It causes generator take a long time to update the model. To solve this problem, there is an LSGAN that used a loss function (least squared loss). Discriminator can provide a strong gradient signal to generator update the model even though image was far from decision boundary. In making fake images, researchers used Least Squares GAN (LSGAN) with discriminator-1 loss value is 0.0061, discriminator-2 loss value is 0.0036, and generator loss value is 0.575. With the small loss value of the three important components, discriminator accuracy value in terms of classification reaches 95% for original image and 99% for fake image. In classified original image and fake image in this study using a supervised contrastive loss classification model with an accuracy value of 99.93%.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, numerous violations utilize innovation to produce someone's confront, which incorporates a terrible impact on that individual. The system can manipulate face, but not a few of these novelties are used for positive things, such as making fake face to perform scenarios or actions that have a negative impact. The produce of a system that can detect fake or real faces using the GAN algorithm as a reference in producing fake images, it will be able to minimize the occurrence of deception or spreading false information on the visuals of someone whose face is generated [1]. Before build system that can classify image fake or not, we need to make fake images that can be used as input to the classification model, so the model can learn and create some pattern that will be used for prediction.

GAN can build a fake image with a process where the generator will try to create a fake image as input to the discriminator. If the discriminator still recognizes a generated image as fake, it will be returned to the generator network. The generator must be trained to be able to create a set of fake images that the discriminator cannot see as fake. GAN in this study will be used to generate fake images then will be classified using supervised contrastive loss.
There are several architectures of GAN to generate fake images. The previous researches on generated fake images are CartoonGAN used for creating fake images as cartoon image [2], StackGAN version 1 and StackGAN version 2 to generated realistic image synthesis [3], StarGAN for multidomain image-to-image translation [4], GAN-DeepFD for generate fake image in the wild with best accuracy score is 94.7% [5], CycleGAN [6], and Least Squared GAN (LSGAN) used for detecting fake image into the wild with accuracy score 98.1% [7]. In this research, LSGAN selected for generate fake face image because the decision boundary of LSGAN can decrease training time of generator to update its model. Even though implementation of LSGAN in previous research [5] and [7] could produce best accuracy score among other architectures of GAN. This research aims to generate fake face images using LSGAN and classify fake face images and original face images using supervised contrastive loss. The parameter that becomes the focus is the loss value of discriminator and generator. The smaller loss value will generate a better fake image in visual view.

2. METHOD

This research uses LSGAN architecture as a model to generate fake image with several stages of model process and supervised contrastive loss to classify whether input image is included in the original image or fake image. Main flowchart to describe work of overall system performance show in Figure 1.

2.1. Preparation

In this research using CelebA [5] dataset with total 202,599 face images because there are so many possible patterns to be formed using this dataset because it consists of thousands different celebrity faces, this can produce a generator model with many possible generated image results, but we use 70,000 images as input for training model. The reason for using only 70000 images as training input is because the research tools can only train 70000 images from 202,595 images from the source dataset. Because the number of datasets is too large, it is necessary to decrease the size of them. System got coordinate of face in every image on dataset using MTCNN (Multi Convolutional Neural Network) [8]. Then, every pixel of image will be converted into numpy array and dataset saved as npz file.
2.2. LSGAN (Least Squared Generative Adversarial Network)

LSGAN consists of two parts, namely generator and discriminator. The basic concept of GAN explains that generator is a neural network that will be trained to produce best possible fake image, while discriminator functions to classify generator’s fake image comes from real data or not. The generator must be able to fool discriminator by producing fake image that is very similar with original image. The discriminator must be making a decision of boundaries to separate the real image and fake image, the generator is responsible for making new images that look like real. Discriminator of LSGAN is implemented using MSE (Mean Squared Error) functions such as L2 Loss [9]. The formula of LSGAN is defined as follow:

$$\min_D V_{LSGAN}(D) = \frac{1}{2} \mathbb{E}_{x \sim p_{data}}[(D(x) - b)^2] + \frac{1}{2} \mathbb{E}_{z \sim p_{data}}[(D(G(z)) - a)^2]$$

where: a is fake label, b is real label, and c is value of G that wants to make D believe with fake data.

LSGAN built with neural network architecture consisting of several convolution blocks and other processes on generator and discriminator. LSGAN architecture can be seen in Figure 2:

Step by step of creating LSGAN model and get the loss value of the generator and discriminator for the generated image process can be seen in Figure 3.

Explanation for the block diagram in Figure 3 is as follows:

1) Load real data
   Create a dataset with scale corresponds range of [-1, 1] to match image output by generator model.

2) Generate real samples
After defining the dataset, then taking samples from the dataset as real data.

3) Generate latent points
   The next stage is creating a function that can be used as input to generator model which is generate random points in the latent space (latent point).

4) Generator model
   Generator task is generating a fake image from a collection of datasets and random noise (latent point). Dimension of latent point is $1 \times 100$, so that neural network will focus on the upsampling stage until dimensions are same as expected output $(80,80,3)$.

5) Discriminator model
   Discriminator task is discriminate generated image from the original image in the dataset. Discriminators are trained with two data, there were original data and fake data generated by generator, using the principle of down sampling until flatten process [10]. Flatten process is to make a pixel image from several arrays into a 1-dimensional array for classification purposes [11]. In the development of this model, the final stage will use linear activation function and loss function using Mean Squared Error (MSE).

6) Training LSGAN
   The weights of model are updated if result of image was real, allowing generator to be updated so that it can produce fake image similar as realistic data. The function used to define and compile the model to update generator via discriminator using MSE (Mean Squared Error). The final stage is training with a half batch of real and fake samples to make an update of one batch's worth of weights to the discriminator.

7) Outputs in this system are discriminator-1 loss value, discriminator-2 loss value, generator loss value, and LSGAN Model (generator).

2.3. Contrastive Loss

Contrastive loss is a calculation based on matrix to calculate distance during training with distance-based predictions. The purpose of contrastive loss is to learn vector of input image that representation in the same class will be more similar than the image representation in different classes [12].

$$\text{contrastive loss} = Y_{\text{true}} \ast D^2 + (1 - Y_{\text{true}}) \ast (\text{margin} - D, 0)$$

where $Y_{\text{true}}$ is decision and $D$ is output from prediction distance using Euclidean distance

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Generate Fake Face Image

Latent point used as input into generator to create a fake image. Sample value was number of samples randomly to be used as a pattern in generator to create a fake image for one iteration. This study used four variations of image sample values, there were 100, 200, 300, 400 of the 70,000 images used as datasets. As for the variation of latent point dimension value, there are three variations, there were 100, 200, 300, 400 which will be combined with the sample value so that there are four combinations which can be seen from the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Latent Point</th>
<th>Samples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Every combination is tested with 20 iterations to see best performance based on loss value of each discriminator and generator. Loss of discriminator shows the ability of the discriminator to detect generated image. The smaller loss value of discriminator would give better performance of discriminator compared to the generator. The smaller loss value of generator showed generator's ability...
to fool discriminator in ordering between real image or fake image. Based on testing process, latent point = 200 and samples = 200 was the best combination with loss score as shown in Tabel 2.

Table 2. Latent Point = 200 and Samples = 200

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Epoch</th>
<th>Diskriminator-1 Loss</th>
<th>Diskriminator-2 Loss</th>
<th>Generator Loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>1.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on testing latent point value = 200 and sample value = 200, loss value of discriminator and generator with an average of discriminator-1 loss : 0.0061 ; discriminator-2 loss : 0.0036 ; generator loss: 0.0575. The discriminator’s ability to recognize fake images is still more better than original image. This is evidenced by the loss value discriminator-2 is smaller than the loss discriminator-1. Generator produces a slightly larger loss compared to discriminator, then the generator’s ability to manipulate the discriminator when the classification is quite maximal because of the difference in the loss value discriminator-2 with a relatively small generator that is 0.054. The visualized discriminator and generator using a graph can be seen in Figure 4.

To get maximum results in training process using 100 iterations with a real classification accuracy value equals to 95% and fake equals to 99%. In Table 3. shows result of generated image with latent point 200 and samples 200

Table 3. Generated Image

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latent Point</th>
<th>Generated Image</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Latent Point</td>
<td>Generated Image</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Models trained three times, namely training for models with female-male faces dataset, models
with female faces dataset, and models with male faces dataset. The results of three models are as Table
4. shows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Generated Image</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female-Male Faces Dataset</td>
<td><img src="female-male-faces.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female Faces Dataset</td>
<td><img src="female-faces.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male Faces Dataset</td>
<td><img src="male-faces.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Every pattern or feature in pixels of image made model learn and create generated image suitable
with input in training process. Model with female-male faces dataset generated two possible image,
female or male faces. Model with female faces dataset generated image similar with face of female.
Otherwise, model with male faces dataset generated image similar with face of male.

3.2. Classification

The results of model using supervised contrastive loss produced an accuracy score 99.93%. In testing
step, this classification model uses 10 randomly selected images outside of the training data, five for fake
images and five for real data. It is important to note that the results of these tests do not contribute to
the training or previous testing processes of the model. These test results are solely used as an additional
evaluation of the existing model and as a tool to assess the reliability and effectiveness of the developed
GUI. In this context, the testing of these ten images serves as an additional step to ensure the overall
performance and functionality of the model and the user interface that has been created. The results of
the test are shown in Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Expectation</th>
<th>Observation</th>
<th>Accuracy Prediction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fake Image</td>
<td>Fake Image</td>
<td>0.9997</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Based on testing process on ten samples, classification model had classified fake image and real image without wrong prediction. Highest accuracy prediction equals to 100% and smallest is 75.2%. This testing process is to prove how good the results of the artificial image produced by the LSGAN model are. With the misclassification of the fake image, it can be proven that the image produced by the LSGAN model is difficult to distinguish from the original image, meaning that the fake image has close similarities to original image. The fake image generated by the LSGAN model can be said to be good because it can outwit the supervised contrastive loss model in classifying images.

4. CONCLUSION

Generate a fake image using LSGAN with a latent point value of 200 and a training sample value of 200 resulting in a loss of the first discriminator with an average of 0.0061; discriminator-2 loss: 0.0036 and generator loss: 0.0575. The smaller the loss value will affect the accuracy of the discriminator in distinguishing the original image and the fake image. The relationship between them is inversely so that a small loss value will produce a large accuracy. After generate fake image is classification using a supervised contrastive loss model. This model can produce an accuracy value is 99.93%. The shortcoming of this research is that the system can only randomly generate fake faces and cannot identify which fake faces are the same as real faces, maybe this can be a future work so that system can generate fake faces and recognize these faces according to real image and can calculate fake percentage of the generating image.
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